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Operation Hagen is the unoffi-

cial history of the German

nuclear project, Hitler’s atomic

weapons strategy, the secret

team, their secret weapons and

training, and the atomic tests in

the Baltic and bombing of

Tunguska.

This is the exciting history of a

truth silenced by the winners,

the heroic deed of a group of

men and of a suicide mission

with an only aim: to change the

course of the World War II and

modern history.

Why to read it?
-Current interest: this carefully

documented novel coincides

with the year of the 60th anni-

versary of the end of the World

War II and the facts narrated in

the novel.

-Topic of interest: Titles based

and set in the World War II

always generate great interest.

-Novelty: Highly documented.

Full of accurate military details

for the delight of WWII fans.

Very illustrated ( yes!, a novel

with illustrations !) displaying

characters, locations, wea-

ponry, maps,… (Most true

documents, some “fiction”)

-Polemic: In spite of being fic-

tion, Hagen operation offers

data for the analysis which

question the American nuclear

project and the vision about

some aspects of war that the

winners imposed.

The author:
Felipe Botaya is a teacher and

prestigious lecturer in universi-

ties and business schools all

around the world. He has wor-

ked for several multinationals

in England and Near East. His

passion for history has led him

to dedicate part of his time to

investigation and nowadays he

writes about  unknown facts

of the history of XX century.

An exciting WWII military adventure novel based of real characters and close-to-real facts:
Hitler atomic bomb plans and the development of his advanced weapons program.


